Es reaction at 81 MeV (on target) with a production cross section of 0.31±0.12 µb. The mass-yield distribution of the fission fragments is highly asymmetric. The average preneutron-emission total kinetic energy of the fragments was measured to be 186±19 MeV. Based on the ratio of the number of fission events to the measured number of α decays from the electron-capture daughter 244 Cf (100% α branch), the probability of delayed fission was determined to be (1.2±0.4) x 10 -4 . This value for the delayed fission probability fits the experimentally observed trend of increasing delayed fission probability with increasing Q value for electron-capture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electron-capture delayed fission (ECDF) is a nuclear decay mode whereby a parent nucleus undergoes electron-capture (EC) decay, populating excited states in the daughter nucleus, which then fission. The ECDF process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The excited states in the daughter nucleus that are populated through the initial EC decay can be above the fission barrier, resulting in prompt fission, within the second well of the potential energy surface, yielding a fission shape isomer, or inside the first well of the potential energy surface, where the nucleus is more likely to deexcite via γ transitions. The ECDF decay mode is of special interest because it allows study of the fission properties of the daughter nucleus, which would normally have a ground state spontaneous fission branch too small for detailed investigation. Delayed fission (DF) is also thought to play an important role in determining the yields of heavy elements produced in multiple neutron capture processes such as the astrophysical r-process and in nuclear weapons tests [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For a more complete description of the DF process, see Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] and the references therein.
The probability of undergoing ECDF (P DF ) is defined as the ratio of the number of EC decays resulting in fission, N ECDF , to the total number of EC events, N EC :
ECDF has been previously reported in the neutron deficient neptunium [10, 11] , americium [7, 8, 12, 13] , berkelium [10, 13, 14] , and einsteinium [10, 13, [15] [16] [17] regions. This decay mode is expected to have measurable branches in nuclides where the electron-capture Q-value (Q EC ) is comparable to the height of the fission barrier in the daughter nucleus. Nuclides that meet this requirement are found in neutron-deficient actinides that have odd numbers of protons and Es reactions at projectile energies of 82-86 MeV.
The production cross section was reported to be 1 µb but it was not specified with which reaction this cross section was associated. A P DF of 10 Therefore, we decided to measure the ECDF of 244 Es in order to better evaluate its P DF value and to determine the fission properties of its EC daughter.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
A. Targets and irradiation Np was then converted to the oxide by baking each layer in a 450°C oven for 30 min. The thickness of the target was determined via α analysis using a surface barrier detector operated under vacuum with a detection efficiency of 34%, and was found to be 487.5 µg/cm 2 . The target configuration has been described elsewhere [23] . beam (81 MeV in the lab system at the entrance to the target) was provided by the 88-Inch Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. During bombardment, reaction products were swept from the target chamber, attached to KCl aerosols from a He/KCl gas-jet, and then transported via a 1.4-mm i.d. Teflon capillary to our rotating wheel detection system [24] for α and fission measurements.
B. Measurements of α and fission activity
On-line measurements of α particles and fission fragments were made in our Merry-GoAround (MG) rotating wheel detection system [24] . This rotating horizontal wheel, on-line, continuous collection and detection system, has been previously described by Hoffman et al.
5 [24] . The activity-laden KCl aerosols were deposited via the He/KCl gas-jet successively onto 80 thin polypropylene foils (40±10 µg/cm 2 ) supported on 0.63-mm i.d. rings positioned around the periphery of a 51-cm diameter fiberglass wheel. There were 80 collection sites on each wheel, but only 79 were used during a given experiment. The transport efficiency of the gas-jet system was estimated to be 60±20% based on previous experiments [25] . Six pairs of passivated ion implanted silicon (PIPS) detectors were situated directly above and below the wheel to measure the kinetic energy of α particles and coincident fission fragments. The horizontal wheel was rotated every 30 s so as to move the first foil from the collection site into position for counting between the first detector pair while collection proceeded concurrently on a new foil.
Each step of the wheel moved a new foil into the collection position and the collected samples were moved successively between the six pairs of detectors so that each collection was counted for a total time equivalent to 180 s. With this system, collection and counting are essentially continuous since the time required to move the wheel (~ 0.1 s) is much less than the stepping interval. The detection efficiency in any given detector was approximately 32% for α particles and 64% for fission fragments.
After 80 min of continuous collection and measurement (two complete revolutions of the wheel), the last six collections were stopped under the detector pairs and counted while the wheel was stationary for an additional 40 min. During this time interval, the longer-lived daughter activity was measured after the shorter-lived interfering activities had decayed away. After that time, the wheel was replaced with a clean one to prevent the buildup of KCl on the foils, which would worsen the α resolution during the experiment, and also prevented the buildup of any longer-lived fission activities. This entire process was continually repeated over the course of 36 h of beam time.
6
Data were collected using the GOOSY data acquisition system [26] . Calibrations were performed before the experiment using a 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Fission properties and half-life A total of 13 pairs of coincident fission fragments were detected over the course of the entire experiment. Subsequent analysis of the data showed that at some point during the experiment the first detector pair had stopped working. Only two coincident fission events were detected in the first pair instead of the approximately 10 we would expect based on the subsequent decay curve of fission events. The two events from detector pair one were removed from the half-life analysis but were included in determining fission properties. Two components were evident in the fission decay curve, the shorter Cf reaction because of its low cross section. Based on information in Refs. [13] and [35] we assumed that the production of 244 Cf via the p4n exit channel was less than 10% of the 5n exit channel, which is well within the standard deviation of our subsequent P DF measurement. Based on the total number of Cf is most likely nearly spherical, forcing the complementary fragment to be highly deformed.
The average pre-neutron-emission TKE of the fission fragments was 186±19 MeV. As seen in Fig. 3 , the TKE values measured for ECDF systems all appear to be lower than those 11 reported for spontaneous fission isotopes. However, more precise measurements are needed to determine whether this is an actual phenomenon related to the delayed fission process.
A P DF of (1.2±0.4) x 10 -4
was calculated from the delayed fission events and the α decay of the EC daughter 244 Cf. The line in Fig. 5 represents a nonlinear least-squares fit to the P DF values that have been previously determined by our research group. It appears that the P DF is directly dependent on the Q EC . As the Q value increases, the daughter nucleus is left in an excited state that is closer to the height of the fission barrier. Fission barriers in this region do not vary greatly with neutron number [19] ; therefore, the P DF must have a strong dependence on the Q EC since fission barrier heights are not changing enough to account for such a broad range of P DF values. A larger Q EC means that the daughter nucleus has a better chance to overcome its fission barrier, thereby increasing the probability that it will undergo fission. Since the P DF is a measure of probability, it can never be greater than one. Future experiments should be made to try to determine the shape of the P DF function in Fig. 5 at higher Q values. By examining systems with larger Q values, it can be determined whether this function keeps increasing toward a value of one, or whether it levels off at some maximum P DF value.
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